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Back-up, Disaster Recovery, and
Business
Continuity
are
very
different animals

Blueloop has for many years honed our skills to
provide a full Back-up, Disaster Recovery, and
Business Continuity service to our customers.

Spring 2017 has been littered with major IT security
problems ranging from Ransomware attacks in the
NHS to near meltdown of BA services due to a minor
power surge in an IT suite. Both events highlighted
the failings of the organisations to plan for and
implement appropriate procedures to protect their
core business processes. Regular and tested
traditional data Back-ups would not have prevented
the Ransomware attacks on unsupported XP NHS
systems but would at least have provided a “fix”
without payment of ransoms and/or the likelihood of
not retrieving vital data.

This service has recently been further enhanced with
the establishment of a local Datacentre here at
Blueloop, Yeovil.

Traditional Back-ups tend to be data only and are vital
cogs should a file, document or email restore be
required. They are of limited initial use however
should a Disaster Recovery situation arise as they
need to have an appropriate hardware, operating
system, and application platform to sit on. Disasters
can come in many forms;
•
•
•
•
•

Flood, fire, bad weather
Large-scale hardware or software failure
Inability to access premises
Terrorist incident
Cyber Attack

Implementing and testing a Disaster Recovery plan is
key to protecting your business.
It was clear from the limited details released on the BA
incident that not only was their Disaster Recovery
plan insufficient but that they did not appear to have a
Business Continuity plan in place either. A rather
worrying position for passengers.

Services available include:
• Disaster Recovery
• Full systems co-location
• Local “cloud” facilities
• In-flight or remote encrypted back-ups
• DR testing facility
• Invocation Suite for Business Continuity
We’d love for you to come and visit us and discuss
your requirements, so please make an appointment
now with Julie or Darryn on Tel 01460 271055 or
sales@blueloop.net

Half Marathon Man
Blueloop’s very own
technician Chris Rowswell
has once again been on
the run! On this occasion,
it was the Yeovil Half
Marathon
which
he
completed in a very
respectable 1 hour 52
mins. Chris is no stranger to running and last year
competed in various events including the London
Marathon. He has many other events planned to see
him through 2017 including a Triathlon in July.
Who said IT Technicians were couch potatoes!

So how can Blueloop assist your business in this area?
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Netgate Authorised Partner
Blueloop has been installing and supporting pfSense
based firewalls for our customers for a few years now.
A most reliable and configurable open source platform
pfSense is easily managed from a web interface.

Blueloop have now expanded their offerings based on
pfSense for larger customers that may require
features such as High Availability through
authorisation as a Netgate Partner.

Robert was also looking for a place for visitors to easily
view current available properties. Instead of dotting a
few screens around the office Robert decided a more
striking option would be to create a ‘wall’ comprised
of 9 x 55 inch screens so that no one would miss their
current offerings.
Whilst this transformation was under way the
business still had to function so the Blueloop team
made sure that they could continue doing so from
their Hammet Street Office. The result of the project is
quite remarkable.

What a transformation!
Having opened the doors of
his eponymously named
estate agency in October
2010, well known Tauntonian,
Robert Cooney has with the
help of his dedicated team,
grown the business to rapidly
become one of the market leading professional estate
agents in the locality.

AFTER

Welcome & Farewell
At the same time that we have to say goodbye to Dan
Rowswell from the Technical Team to pastures new in
the commercial world, we are delighted to welcome
Adam Sadowski to Blueloop.

BEFORE
Blueloop were approached by Robert Cooney to assist
with the upgrade and refresh of their Corporation
Street office. After meeting with Robert, we mutually
agreed to upgrade their current Desktops to Apple
Macs. This brought the challenge of making sure that
the current applications would marry up with the
change of operating system.

Adam is a 25-year-old IT
professional and gaming
enthusiast. With strong
skills in Linux and cloudbased applications (esp.
Office365), Adam is a
welcome addition to the
Technical department. In his spare time Adam enjoys
relaxing with a box-set or taking part in summer time
night walks.
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Giftware Company gets IT refresh
Transomnia Ltd. has been seeking out, designing and
providing retailers with inspired gifts and beautiful
home accessories for more than 35 years.

This time round we took the decision to migrate from
Novell to Windows Server, and could think of no
better partner to help us with the transition. Now that
the dust has settled we’re very happy with our new
setup, and look forward to working with Blueloop to
maintain and enhance it in the years to come.”

Disaster Recovery Service
Rod O’Mahony, Director at Transomnia Ltd., has been
working with Blueloop since 2009 on an ad hoc basis.
Rod had an ageing setup and had experienced some
recent hardware issues, so he knew his IT
infrastructure was due for an overhaul. He saw an
opportunity to not only replace critical hardware, but
to modernise the infrastructure and move away from
some legacy products whilst improving the overall
reliability and resilience of the IT solution.
Blueloop were delighted to implement the following
for Transomnia Ltd.: •

Dell Hardware and VMware software platform

•

Windows Domain, File & Print

•

Migration from E-Directory to Active Directory

•

Backup & Replication using Veeam to meet
RPO/RTO requirements

•

Backup Storage

•

Replacement Firewall and Anti-Virus

•

Microsoft, Veeam and VMware training and
support

•

Updated GroupWise email with spam filtering

•

Ongoing Support

Robert Rice Contractors Ltd. are a building
contractors based in Somerton that specialise in subcontracting Carpentry and Glazing services to large
construction companies.

Robert Rice selected Blueloop through their tender
process as they were looking for an alternative IT
company to help them with their future growth
strategy and to make sure that their systems were
scalable and secure.
Blueloop migrated Robert Rice from a single Windows
7 PC that was acting as a file server to a dedicated HP
server using VMWare virtualisation and Microsoft
software backed up using Veeam. Levels of security
were implemented on the network to provide a
structured system with user privileges and access
based on roles.

The initial server build was carried out at Blueloop’s
premises, and the upgrade implemented on site over
the last week of April, with the new setup going live
towards the end of that week.

Robert Rice wanted to safeguard their business and
therefore Blueloop’s Disaster Recovery services
seemed a perfect fit for their business continuity
plans. The data is now backed up using a secure VPN
to the Blueloop Datacentre and in the unlikely event
that a disaster does strike, then Robert Rice can
invoke their Disaster Recovery Plan and utilise the ‘DR
Suite’ at Blueloop House. The service will recover
Robert Rice systems and provide a place to work for
Robert Rice staff, all available within a matter of
hours.

Commenting a few weeks later, Rod replied:

Contracts Manager, Andrew Stevens commented:

“We’ve always been highly impressed with Blueloop’s
professionalism and their customer focus. We first got
to know them when we carried out our last network
upgrade; at the time, we were using the Novell
platform, and they were one of the few companies
around which had the required expertise in
implementing Novell solutions.

“The service we have received from Blueloop has
been professional, efficient, and polite with a personal
touch from the initial tendering process to installation
of hardware and set up. The continued support service
we receive is also of the highest standard and within
the parameters of our contract.”
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